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Abstract
It is shown that the TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle can be used to emulate a circuit with AND- and NOT-gates. In
particular, a rotation puzzle is constructed, that has a solution if and only if there exists an assignment to the input
variables such that the corresponding circuit evaluates to true. This shows that the rotation puzzle is intractable, i.e.,
NP-complete. Moreover, we also consider in5nite TANTRIX TM rotation puzzles. Based on a circuit construction, too, we
show that in this case the problem becomes even worse, namely undecidable.
c© 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
TANTRIX TM is a Domino-like strategy and puzzle game made from hexagonal tiles, with painted links in combinations
of red, green, blue, and yellow, and was invented in 1991 by Mike McManaway from Nelson, New Zealand. The object
of the strategy game is to produce lines and loops of a speci5c color. TANTRIX TM has proven immensely popular world
wide with sales exceeding 2 million units. During the years, it won numerous international awards throughout Europe,
Japan, and North America. More information on the history and how to play the game, even online, can be found under
www.tantrix.com.
Challenging game problems, especially strategy games, have always been subject for mathematical investigations. This
can be seen on the numerous columns on game-like problems in mathematical and popular science journals, as well as on
the legion of books on games. Complexity considerations on classical games like Chess [12], Go [9], or Hex [11] were
done in the early 1980s, but also Domino-like problems have been investigated [5]. For instance, Lewis and Papadimitriou
[8] have shown that there is a Domino puzzle played with square tiles which is NP-complete. Recently, also popular
video games like, e.g., Sokoban [3] and Minesweeper [6], were investigated in the literature.
There are six diDerent types of puzzles described in the game description of TANTRIX TM, which vary in diEculty
(novice to master). In this paper, we consider the rotation puzzle and analyze its complexity. In a rotation puzzle the
position of the tiles is given, and the only possibility to make them 5t is to rotate them. Although this may seem
restrictive, we prove this problem to be NP-complete. To this end, we show how to simulate a circuit with AND- and
NOT-gates via a TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle. This is used to construct a puzzle that has a solution if and only if there is
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an assignment to the input variables such that the original circuit evaluates to true. Based on an easy circuit construction
we also investigate the TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle in its in5nite form, i.e, where the position of the tiles is recursive.
Not surprisingly we can show that this problem becomes undecidable.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the necessary notions. Then in Section 3 we introduce
Boolean circuits and describe how to simulate circuits via rotation puzzles in the section thereafter. The main results of
the paper are proven in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize our results and state some open problems.
2. Denitions
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics in complexity theory, as contained in [1]. In particular, we consider
the inclusion P ⊆ NP. Here P (NP, respectively) denotes the set of all problems accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic,
respectively) polytime bounded Turing machines. A language L is hard for a complexity class C if every language from
C reduces to L. Moreover, a problem or language L is called NP-complete if it is NP-hard and L belongs to NP. Hardness
and completeness are always meant with respect to deterministic many-one log-space reducibilities.
Like in the commercial product we use four colors. We call them red, green, blue, and yellow. Ignoring colors, there
are four diDerent shapes for TANTRIX TM tiles, which are called Sint, Brid, Chin, and Rond—see Figs. 1(a)–(d). Now
de5ne T to be the set of all TANTRIX TM tiles, i.e., of all hexagonal Sint, Brid, Chin, and Rond tiles such that each tile
uses exactly three of the four colors. Let Z denote the set of integers. Consider a partial function A :Z2 ,→ T , with
domain Z2 and de5ne the shape of A as shape(A) = {v∈Z2 |A(v) is de5ned}. Here shape is the set of locations at
which a piece is to be placed and A indicates the piece present in the two-dimensional hexagonal space, if any, but not
its orientation—a coordinate system for a two-dimensional hexagonal space is shown in Fig. 2. A tile A(u) is neighbor
of A(v) for u and v in shape(A) if and only if u is neighbor of v. For u=(i; j) and v=(k; ‘) in Z2 point u is a neighbor
of v if and only if u = v and either
(1) i = k and |j − ‘|= 1,
(2) |i − k|= 1 and j = ‘,
(a) Sint Brid Chin. Rond.
Red. Green. Blue. Yellow.
(b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 1. The basic TANTRIX TM tiles and colors.
(0,0)
(0,1)
(0,-1)
(1,0)
(-1,0)
(1,1)
(-1,1) (1,-1)
(-1,-1)
x
y
Fig. 2. Coordinate system for hexagonal TANTRIX TM tiles.
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(a) Puzzle. Solution.(b)
Fig. 3. Example of a TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle.
(3) i − k = 1 and j − ‘ = 1, or
(4) i − k =−1 and j − ‘ =−1.
Now we are ready to de5ne a rotation puzzle:
• Given an appropriate encoding of a 8nite shape function A :Z2 ,→ T .
• Is the rotation puzzle solvable, i.e., is there a rotation of the tiles de5ned by A, such that on every edge of two
neighboring tiles the colors match?
The rotation puzzle has 5nite shape functions as inputs. Therefore we need an appropriate coding function 〈 · 〉 which
maps a function A into a word 〈A 〉 over a 5xed alphabet . We do not go into the details of 〈 · 〉, but assume it
ful5lls certain standard properties: For instance, that the coding of the colors as well as the coding of tile position is of
logarithmic length.
Example 1. An example of a TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle using colors green, red, and yellow involving two Sints, a
Brid, and a Chin tile is shown in Fig. 3(a). The only solution to the puzzle is depicted in Fig. 3(b).
Observe, that there is an essential diDerence between our de5nition of the rotation puzzle and that given in the game
description of TANTRIX TM. Namely, we allow that the layout, i.e., the function A, may contain holes. A function
A :Z2 ,→ T contains a hole if and only if the graph G=(V; E) with V ={v |A(v) is unde5ned} and E={(u; v)∈V 2 | u is
neighbor of v} contains at least two connected components.
3. Boolean circuits
In this section we de5ne Boolean circuits and brieSy describe how to manipulate them such that they suit our problem
well.
A Boolean circuit C = (1; : : : ; m) with AND- and NOT-gates is de5ned as a sequence of steps such that the ith
instruction i has one of the following forms: (1) Instruction i = xi for 16 i6 n, and (2) i, for n+16 i6m, is either
a gate AND(j; k), or NOT(j), where j6 k ¡ i. Given a circuit C and an assignment ’ of the variables x1; : : : ; xn to the
set {true; false} we associate to each step i of C a Boolean value val(i) in {true; false} in the obvious way. Finally, the
Boolean value of the circuit C = (1; : : : ; m) under assignment ’ is de5ned to be val(m).
Example 2. Let the circuit C = (1; : : : ; 5) with 1 = x1; 2 = x2; 3 = NOT(2); 4 = AND(2; 3), and 5 = AND(1; 3) be
given. A drawing of the circuit is shown in Fig. 4. Wires are drawn as arrows, indicating the information Sow. AND-
and NOT-gates are labeled appropriately where wires meet. The output gate of C is the wire labeled with 5. It gives back
the value of the circuit. For instance, the value of C under assignment ’(x1) = true and ’(x2) = false is true, because
1 evaluates to true, 2 to false, 3 to true, 4 to false, and 5nally 5 to true.
Now the question arises, how to build a rotation puzzle for a given circuit C with variables x1; : : : ; xn. Unfortunately,
the straightforward idea of replacing every AND- and NOT-gate by its corresponding puzzle part does not seem to work,
since we may have diEculty because we need crossings of wires in general. We overcome this obstacle, because McColl
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x1
x2
NOT
AND
AND
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4 5
Fig. 4. Circuit C speci5ed in Example 2.
[10] has shown, that with AND- and NOT-gates one can construct a planar “cross-over” circuit, i.e., a planar circuit which
mimics the crossing of two wires. The planar cross-over circuit CROSS, which is based on three equivalence checks, is
shown in Fig. 5.
Then following the lines of Goldschlager [4] we convert an arbitrary circuit with AND- and NOT-gates into a planar
circuit. We recall Goldschlager’s construction, because we can use it as a blueprint to construct our puzzle step-by-step.
In general, if i = AND(j; k), we move j immediately to the left of k, put an AND-gate for i, move j back to where
it started, and move i to the far right. The case in which i = NOT(j) is treated in a similar manner. Observe, that this
conversion can be performed in deterministic log-space.
Example 3. Applying Goldschlager’s construction to the instruction 5 = AND(1; 3) results in the planar sub-circuit
depicted in Fig. 6.
For an arbitrary circuit, it is easy to construct a rotation puzzle, using sub-puzzles for wires, MOVE-, COPY-, AND-
and NOT-gates, as well as the planar cross-over sub-circuit CROSS. Here the MOVE- and COPY-gate acts on wires only,
and moves a wire left/right and branches, respectively. These gates together with input- and output-gates will form the
basic building blocks in our circuit simulation. During the circuit construction we only have to be careful by appropriately
placing the sub-puzzles in order to avoid interference of diDerent puzzle parts.
4. Rotation puzzles
We show how to emulate a Boolean circuit with AND- and NOT-gates via a TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle. In the
forthcoming, we describe the basic building blocks for a circuit simulation.
Before we describe the necessary puzzles in detail, we introduce some notations. Sometimes we refer to a (sub-)puzzle
as a gate. A gate has input and output ports, which are depicted by dashed tiles with labels. Input ports are labeled with
ini and output ports with outi for some i. To these ports the appropriate wires will be connected. The behavior of a gate
is completely determined, if one knows the mapping from the colors on the input port to the colors on the output port.
4.1. Boolean values and wires
The Boolean values true and false will be represented by the colors blue and red, respectively. Because of this color
coding convention we have to ensure that all gates produce appropriate output only. In the following we often say that
the input is blue (red, respectively) meaning that the input wire of the gate under consideration carries true ( false,
respectively). The same holds for the output.
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Fig. 5. Planar cross-over circuit CROSS.
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Fig. 6. Planar sub-circuit for 5 = AND(1; 3).
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in1
out1
in1
out1
a
b
Fig. 7. WIRE-gate and schematics.
in1
out1
(a)  Input true (b)  Output false
in1
out1
Fig. 8. Solutions to the WIRE-gate.
Now let us turn our attention to wires carrying Boolean values, where we assume without loss of generality that the
information Sow is from bottom to top. For instance, using Brid tiles, with colors blue, red, and yellow, where the straight
line is blue, one can build vertical wires. A wire puzzle based on these TANTRIX TM tiles is depicted in Fig. 7. The Brid
tile a has two possible orientations in case the input is blue. Thus, blue is facing tile b, which thus has also two possible
orientations. Therfore, four possibilities exist to solve the wire puzzle in case the input is blue—see Fig. 8(a). A similar
argumentation applies if red is connected to the input port. These solutions are depicted in Fig. 8(b). In both drawings
one particular rotation of a and b is shown. Thus, there are four possibilities in each case to solve the wire puzzle.
Observe, that due to the line shape of the Brid tiles, we have to use even length wires in our construction to ensure
that the given puzzle is working properly for the matching of red colors at the input and output in Fig. 8(b). Thus, these
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in1
out1
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
in1
out1 
Fig. 9. MOVE-gate (two positions right) and schematics.
in1
out1
in1
out1
in1
out1
in1
out1
(a) Input true. Input false.(b)
Fig. 10. Solutions to the MOVE-gate.
length restriction on wires implies that also all gates described in the forthcoming subsections will have even height from
each input to each output port. Moreover, we assume that the minimal horizontal distance between two wires and/or gates
is at least four, to prevent unintended interaction between them.
4.2. Basics on wires: MOVE- and COPY-gate
Now we are going to describe basics on wires. First, in order to move a wire left or right, we use a rotation puzzle
which is mostly build up by Brid tiles. Fig. 9 depicts a MOVE-gate of height four that brings a wire two positions right.
Obviously, a vertical mirror of the gate results in a puzzle that moves a wire two positions left. In the below given
description of the gate, we will see that all tiles, except the upper- and lower-most tile (these are the Brid tiles a and i),
behave like dipoles in an electro-magnetic 5eld. The MOVE-puzzle works as follows, where we distinguish two cases:
(1) Let in1 be blue, then Brid a propagates blue further, and the Brid cluster b; c; d, and e orient in the same way, i.e.,
the blue lines on all these tiles face south to north. Then we distinguish two sub-cases: First, the red line of the Brid e
faces the Chins f and h. Then both Chins and Brid g have to orient in such a way that the red lines on the tiles e; f; g,
and h form a closed line. Therefore, the blue lines of the Chins f and h face south to north. Thus, tile h propagates blue
further to Brid i, which is connected to the output port. Secondly, the yellow line of Brid e faces the Chins f and h.
By similar arguments as above, one observes, that blue is transferred to the output port. The details are left to the reader.
See Fig. 10(a) for the solutions of the MOVE-gate in case of a blue input.
(2) If in1 is red, then Brid a transfers yellow to the Brid cluster b; c; d, and e. By similar reasons as in the blue
input case, this cluster orients in the same way, i.e., the blue lines on all these tiles face either south-west to north-east,
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in1
out2out1
Fig. 11. COPY-gate (symmetric).
or north-west to south-east. These cases are considered separately: In the former case, the blue line of Brid e faces the
Chin h, while the yellow line of e connects to f. Thus, Chin h must rotate in such a way that the blue line is similar to
the blue lines of the previously discussed Brids and its red line faces Chin f. Then, the tiles f and g orient in such a
way that they 5t. Thus, the yellow line of h will be connected to Brid i, and the output will be red. In the latter case,
the blue line of Bird e faces the Chin f, while the yellow line of e connects to f. By analogous reasoning as in the
previous case, the Chins f and h orient such that their blue lines face north-west to south-east. Moreover, the yellow line
of h must connect to i, which implies that the output is red. The solutions of the MOVE-gate for a red input are shown
in Fig. 10(b).
This completes the description of the MOVE-gate. Note, since tiles a and i have both two possible rotations for each
input, there are eight solutions for each valid color at the input port. In Figs. 10(a) and (b) one particular rotation of
these tiles was chosen.
Next we consider the branching of wires. We will call this a copy operation, and the gate that realizes it, a COPY-gate.
For a COPY-gate we use a similar idea as in case of the MOVE-gates. The only diDerence will be that the gate is wider,
and has two output ports. A height four COPY-gate (symmetric) is shown in Fig. 11. Again it is easy to see that a blue
input value is mapped to a blue output value on both output ports, and a red input is mapped to a red on both output
ports out1 and out2. We left it to the reader to construct all possible solutions to the depicted COPY-gate above.
4.3. Boolean operations: AND- and NOT-gate
We turn our attention to AND- and NOT-gates. The AND-gate is the most complicated structure we are dealing with.
It is drawn in Fig. 12 and has height six. In principle, the AND-gate breaks into two sub-structures. In the lower part,
i.e., tiles a to i, the puzzle computes the Boolean value of the AND-operation, on a particular input, while the upper part,
i.e., tiles j to q, acts like a modi5ed MOVE-gate to the right. In both parts of the gate, we use Rond tiles—these are h
and i in the lower and o; p, and q in the upper part—to exclude certain rotations of the inner tiles. Note that the Ronds
h; i; o, and q carry green lines.
We start our investigations on the upper part. First consider the Ronds o; p, and q. Since neither the Brid tiles m; n,
nor the Rond q carry green lines, Rond o must be rotated in such a way that green never faces these tiles. Thus, there
is only one rotation for Rond o left, which connects green with p, red with q, and yellow with m and n. Then Ronds
p and q are rotated accordingly, such that they 5t. The most important fact is, that o is 5xed in a particular rotation,
such that the Brids m and n are limited in their rotations, which implies that the yellow line of m and n faces Rond o.
In turn this induces that the blue line of Brid m (n, respectively) either faces south to north or south-east to north-west
(south to north or south-west to north-east, respectively). Hence there are two possible outputs at Brid n, namely blue or
red. Since the cluster j to m acts like a modi5ed move gate, Brid j is either in the orientation that blue or yellow faces
c. The analysis of the above mentioned cluster is similar to the analysis of the MOVE-gate and is left to the reader. In
conclusion, if Brid c gives blue (yellow, respectively) as input to j, then the output of the AND-gate will be blue (red,
respectively). A red input to j is not possible, since then the upper puzzle part will have no solution because of the
unique orientation of the upper Ronds.
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l
Fig. 12. AND-gate and schematics.
Now let us consider the lower part. Due to the Ronds h and i with colors green, red, and yellow, their neighboring
Sint tiles b and e, respectively, cannot be rotated such that the blue lines face the corresponding Ronds. Then we consider
four cases:
(1) The easiest case to analyze is if both inputs are blue. Because of the above fact, the blue line that starts at in1
must be passed from a to b towards c. For the other blue line starting at in2 a similar reasoning gives that the line must
go from d to e towards f. Thus, it remains to consider the possible rotations for Sints c and f and Rond g. Obviously,
since the Sints are connected by a Rond, the blue lines of c and f cannot both simultaneously face the Rond g in the
middle. If we assume that the blue line starting at in1 is passed to Rond g by appropriately rotating c, then we obtain that
the given puzzle is not solvable, since the red line of Rond g faces Sint f and there is now way to rotate f accordingly.
Thus, tile c is forced to rotate such that blue faces north. In turn this implies that Rond g must be rotated such that
yellow meets on the connecting line of c and g. Therefore, Sint f can be rotated such that the blue line starting at in2
is connected to Rond g. Since c forwards the blue line to Brid j, the output of the AND-gate will be blue, too, due to
our previous investigation on the upper part of the AND-gate. Fig. 13(a) shows the solution if both inputs are blue.
(2) Next assume that in1 is blue and in2 is red. Due to Rond h the blue line starting at a must be passed by Sint b
towards c. On the other hand, red at in2 implies that yellow is passed by Brid d–e, which is limited in rotation by Rond
i, and transfers red towards Sint f. It remains to consider the possible rotations for Sints c and f and Rond g. Assuming
that the blue line starting at in1 proceeds north towards Brid j, results in a non-solvable puzzle, since in this case Rond
g must be rotated such that the yellow line faces c and thus blue connects to f. For this constellation there is no way to
rotate f accordingly, to meet the constraints that blue faces g and red e. Therefore, Sint c is forced to rotate such that
blue is passed from the input to Rond g and its yellow line faces north, which implies a red output of the AND-gate.
Finally, we have to ensure that the whole puzzle has a solution. This is easily seen by rotating Rond g such that red
connects to f, and Sint f is turned to bridge the connection e to g by its red line. Thus, the AND-gate produces red, if
in1 is blue and in2 is red—Fig. 13(b) shows the described solution.
(3) Now consider the case that in1 is red and in2 is blue. By the red input at in1 Brid a transfers yellow to b, which is
forced by Rond h to rotate, such that the red line is north-west to north-east and faces Sint c. Then tile c prolongates the
red line towards g in the middle. If this is not the case, i.e., red of tile c runs north, then the whole puzzle will not have
a solution, since a red input to the upper part prevents solution. Back to Rond g. Since red passes from h to b, towards
c, and ends at g, Sint f on the left of Rond g faces a yellow line. For the blue line starting at in2 similar reasoning as
in Case (1) gives that blue is passed from Brid d to e towards f. Rotating Sint f such that blue faces north implies
that yellow faces Rond g. This makes the puzzle 5t. Therefore, the output is red, if in1 carries red and in2 is blue. A
graphical representation of the solution is drawn in Fig. 13(c).
(4) Finally, let in1 and in2 be red. Combining the reasonings of the two cases above, one observes, that due to the
red input at in1 the tiles a–d have to be rotated as in Case (3), while tiles d and e have to be rotated as in Case (2).
This means, that Rond g connects yellow to Sint f, while Sint e connects red to f. Thus, rotating f such that red faces
south-east to north solves the puzzle and produces a red output. The solution for both inputs red is depicted in Fig. 13(d).
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in1 in2
out1
in1 in2
out1
(a) (b)
in1 in2
out1
in1 in2
out1
(c) (d)
Fig. 13. Solutions to the AND-gate: (a) inputs true2; (b) inputs true, false; (c) inputs false, true; (d) inputs false2.
This completes the analysis of the AND-gate. Note, for each valid pair of input colors the tiles a; d, and g have two
possible rotations each. Therefore, eight solutions for each valid pair of colors at the input port exists. In Figs. 13(a)–(d)
one particular rotation of these tiles was chosen.
Fig. 14 shows a NOT-gate of height four. As in the case of the AND-gate, the Ronds e; f, and g exclude certain
rotations of the inner tiles, since e and g carry green lines, but f does not. Looking carefully one observes, that there is
only one possible rotation for Rond f, namely such that red faces Sint b and Brid d. Then we distinguish two cases:
(1) Let in1 be blue. Then Sint b must be rotated such that blue runs from south to north-east, in order to connect
properly to Rond e. In turn, Brid c is forced to rotate such that the red lines of tiles b; c, and e form a closed line, and
thus, yellow is transferred to Brid d, which produces red as output. See Fig. 15(a) for the solution.
(2) Let in1 be red. Then Sint b must be rotated such that blue runs from south-east to north, in order to connect
properly to the red line of e. Therefore, Brid c is forced to rotate such that the blue line faces b and runs north towards
Brid d. Thus, the gate output becomes blue. A graphical representation is given in Fig. 15(b).
Therefore, if in1 is blue (red, respectively), then out1 equals red (blue, respectively). This completes the analysis of the
NOT-gate. Observe, that tiles a and d have two possible rotations both for each input. As in the previous drawings one
particular rotation for these tiles was chosen in Figs. 15(a) and (b). Thus, there are four solutions for each input color.
4.4. In- and output
Finally, the missing link to complete our puzzle construction are the assignments to the variables and the check whether
the circuit evaluates to true. The sub-puzzles responsible for the assignments are shown in Figs. 16(a)–(c). Observe, that
in the former two cases, the Ronds a and b carry green lines, while in the latter case Ronds a, b, and d do. As already
seen in our previous investigations, Ronds with green lines exclude certain rotations of other tiles. Here, Brid c will be
limited in rotation. As the reader may easily verify, the BOOL-gate produces blue and red as output, the TRUE-gate is
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in1
out1
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f
e
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a
in1
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Fig. 14. NOT-gate and schematics.
in1
out1
in1
out1
(a) Input true Input false(b)
Fig. 15. Solutions to the NOT-gate.
always blue, and the output of the FALSE-gate is eventually red. The solutions are shown in Figs. 17(a)–(c). The TRUE-
and FALSE-gate puzzles have to be connected appropriately according to the assignment ’ to the wire associated with a
variable. To complete the construction, the TEST-gate true is a turned around TRUE-gate and is connected to the wire
that carries the result of the circuit. The gate is drawn in Fig. 18(a) and checks whether the income is blue, or in other
words true. Now it is an easy exercise to prove that the constructed puzzle is solvable if and only if the original circuit
evaluates to true. Observe, that all puzzles described so far are deterministic log-space constructible.
The BOOL-gate shown in Fig. 16(a) and the TEST-gate false depicted in and Fig. 18(b), which veri5es whether the
income is red, will be used in the next section on the complexity of the TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle. This completes the
description of the puzzles.
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out1
out1
c
d
a
b
out1
(a) (b)
(c)
out1
Fig. 16. Input gates and schematics: (a) BOOL-gate; (b) TRUE-gate; (c) FALSE-gate.
out1 out1 out1 out1
(a)  (b)   (c) 
Fig. 17. Solutions for input gates: (a) BOOL-gate; (b) TRUE-gate; (c) FALSE-gate.
in1 in1
(a) (b)
Fig. 18. Output gates: (a) TEST-gate true; (b) TEST-gate false.
5. The complexity of TantrixTM rotation puzzles
Now we are ready to prove our main results. With the help of the sub-puzzles constructed in the previous section we
can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4. The TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle is NP-complete.
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AND
TEST  true
AND
TEST  false
(a) (b)
Fig. 19. The two cases for the ith layer of the in5nite circuit: (a) Case + ∈ L(Mi); (b) Case +∈ L(Mi).
Proof. Obviously, the TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle belongs to NP, because a nondeterministic Turing machine given a
5nite shape function A 5rst guesses the rotation of each tile in the layout, and then veri5es whether all colors that meet
on an edge to a neighboring tile 5t together. If this is the case, then the Turing machine has found a solution and it
halts and accepts, otherwise it halts and rejects. It is easy to see, that the running time of this algorithm is polynomially
bounded in the length of the input. This shows the containment in NP.
For the hardness we argue as follows: The circuit evaluation problem, i.e., given a Boolean circuit C with AND- and
NOT-gates and an assignment ’, does the circuit evaluate to true, is P-complete [7]. If the assignment is not given, the
problem becomes NP-complete [2]. Thus, altering the construction of the rotation puzzle from the previous section, using
BOOL-gates instead of TRUE- and FALSE-gates for the assignment of variables, results in a NP-hard problem. This
proves the main theorem. Note, that we only have used four colors in our construction.
In the remainder of this section, we show that the in8nite version of the rotation puzzle is undecidable. The input to
this problem is the coding of a Turing machine that decides the function A :Z2 ,→ T , and as in the 5nite case, we ask,
whether there is a rotation of the tiles such that on every edge of two neighboring tiles the colors match?
Theorem 5. The in8nite TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle, i.e., where the position of the tiles is recursive, is undecidable.
Proof. The empty word problem for Turing machines is de5ned as follows:
• Given a Turing machine M , i.e., an appropriate coding 〈M 〉.
• Is the empty word + an element of L(M)?
By Rice’s theorem this problem is undecidable. We reduce the empty word problem for Turing machines to the in5nite
TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle problem, proving that the latter problem is undecidable, too. For an arbitrary Turing machine
M let Mi denote the Turing machine that simulates M for exactly i steps and accepts if M accepts the input within this
time bound. Otherwise Mi rejects.
Let M be an instance of the empty word problem for Turing machines. We construct an in5nite layered circuit, where
the ith layer is depicted in Fig. 19. The leftmost circuit is taken if the empty word + is not accepted by M in i steps, i.e.,
+ ∈ L(Mi), otherwise the rightmost sub-circuit is taken to build up the in5nite circuit. Finally, we initialize both wires
of the 5rst level with the Boolean value true and transform the circuit into an in5nite rotation puzzle. Observe, that the
layout of the puzzle is recursive. Obviously, the puzzle has a solution if and only if the empty word + does not belong
to L(M). This, shows that the in5nite TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle is undecidable.
6. Conclusions
We have shown how to simulate a circuit with AND- and NOT-gates using a Domino-like rotation puzzle. We want
to raise the question how many tile types are necessary to obtain intractability? Also, can the construction be done with
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fewer than four colors and how do constraints of these two interact, i.e., more colors versus fewer tile types and vice
versa? As the reader may have noticed, the constructed puzzle will contain holes. Intuitively, no holes may make a puzzle
easier, but we were not able to con5rm this intuition yet. Thus, we state the complexity of the TANTRIX TM rotation puzzle
without holes as an open problem. Moreover, the complexity of the strategy game as well as other TANTRIX TM puzzle
versions as, e.g., the loop puzzle, is still open. A loop puzzle is the following problem: Given a multi-set of TANTRIX TM
tiles, is there a layout without holes, such that all tiles from the multi-set are used, all colors that meet on the edge of a
two neighboring tiles 5t together, one color—say blue—forms a closed line, and all tiles with a blue line contribute to
the closed line?
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